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Connectrac® To Showcase New Flex™ Raceway at InfoComm
DALLAS, June 12, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- Connectrac, creators of best-in-class solutions for distributing power and
data communications connectivity throughout commercial interior spaces, will showcase its new Flex raceway
products at the InfoComm Audio Visual Conference, booth #4160 from June 12-14 in Orlando.

Discover movable power with Connectrac Flex! There has never been a smarter, more flexible solution for
power/data distribution in a commercial interior space… until now. Connectrac's NEW patented Flex systems
provide robust floor-based power distribution throughout any space via an invisible ultra-low-profile assembly
that easily installs any time during the life of a space. Flex solves all interior power and connectivity issues: it is
simple and quick to install; provides the agility to rapidly change any space and offers all the power and data
capacity needed for interior environments.  With Flex, changes to furniture, power and data are easily
accommodated. Flex is the new paradigm for power and data infrastructure. 

"With Flex, we have revolutionized the category we invented 14 years ago- true floor-based power/ data
distribution.  Flex allows AV Integrators and planners to design spaces without the worry of how to provide
cabling and power where it's needed.  As with all Connectrac systems, Flex is easily installed in any space.  But
now, future changes to power and cabling are easier to make than ever," said Clint Strong, CEO, Connectrac.

Connectrac Flex provides invisible, under-carpet pre-wired pathways and movable power connections
throughout a space. There's never been a better way to provide the agility needed for power and
communications access in commercial spaces! Connectrac Flex is scheduled to launch November 2019.

"Flex is a real game changer that every AV Integrator's customers will appreciate," said Strong.

About CONNECTRAC:

Dallas, Texas-based Connectrac, founded in 2005, provides best-in-class solutions for distributing power and
communications connectivity throughout commercial spaces via its unique floor-based systems.  Unlike core
drills and concrete trenching, Connectrac can go anywhere.  There's never been a better way to provide the
agility needed for power and communications access in commercial spaces—open offices, classrooms, airports,
libraries, conference rooms and more.  Quick to install and change without disruption.  Any space.  Any
building.  Any time.  To learn more, visit connectracflex.com.
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